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Bruce Elder's Flesh Angels

In

1988, New York's Anthology Film Archives honoured Canadian filmmaker Bruce Elder with a complete
retrospective of his work, hailing him as unquestionably the most important avant-garde filmmaker to emerge in
America in the 1980's; and Anthology's legendary curator, Jonas Mekas, urged anyone with the slightest intercst
in film history to take in the retrcspective. After seeing FLESH ANGELS, the great American avant-garde
filmmaker Stan Brakhage went on radio and television to state his belief that Bruce Elder is one of the world's
most important filmmakers, a declaration he has made publicly several time before. A procession of critics have
declared themselves astounded by the rigour and ambition of his films and the powerfrrl emotions they elicit.

FLESH ANGELS resumes a large multi-film cycle, called THE BOOK OF ALL THE DEAD, Elder has been
working on since the late Seventies. The theme of these films was the Blakean descent from innocent paradise
to experience and dread. FLESH ANGELS resumes the theme but the film also marks a major deparnrre for Elder
into a glittering high-tech style.

CONSOLATIONS (shown at the 1988 Toronto Festival), suggested some stage of synthesis. FLESH ANGELS
now showsthatthe film was just apurgatorial step, and it is modelled consciously onDante's DIVINE COMEDY.
Sharply adjusting his approach, ELDER gives up the percussive cutting that was his previous signature in favour
of sensual and luxuriant textures.
Elder associates FLESH ANGELS with De Stiljl, the Twenties art movement led by Mondrian that sought
cosmological meaning in the purity of mathematics. Elder updates this using the latest image technology and
exotic new computer mathematics like fractals and cellular automata rhyming these with Dante's medieval
cosmology. Theresultis aheadyblendofthehigh-tech and the antiqueandFLESH ANGELS is anextraordinarily
opulent and technically advanced work that dazzles the eye. (Bart Testa)

FLESH ANGELS is distributed by the Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre,6TL Portland St.,
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